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Tobo 1980

a riveting true story of the failure of the courts and police to protect a woman and her daughters

Quicksand 2001

deeba first left afghanistan in 2002 fleeing a war torn country and an abusive husband shortly after she was captured by the taliban and nearly sold to an arab shaikh narrowly escaping due to a small twist of fate in
june 2021 deeba returned to visit family in kabul to organize the engagement of her son regardless of the taliban s progress she felt safe to travel after reassurances from the aghan and us government s that the taliban
would not be able to take major cities one morning to her surprise she awoke to the news that president ghani had escaped and kabul was in the hands of the taliban what ensued was a desperate rush to leave the city to
return to the usa enduring bomb blasts and crushing crowds at the airport this is a harrowing account of one woman caught in the us withdrawal of kabul giving a first hand account of what it was like to be a civilian
caught up in the chaos as well as giving an invaluable insight in to the life of a woman in afghanistan

T�b� 1985

while taking a beautiful drive through the mountains kate encounters a driving snowstorm suddenly she realizes that the storm has gotten so bad that she must find cover as she makes to way down the mountain she comes
upon a school bus thats been pulled to the side of the road when she checks on the bus she discovers several children awaiting the return of their bus driver who has gone to find help she decides that she must try to take
the children to safety so they all pile into her car and she begins to drive again a short time later they come upon a large lump in the middle of the road and realize that its the missing bus driver who has collapsed in the
cold while she is trying to get the bus driver into her car as well she falls and injures her head two of the children tristan and luc manage to get the car to their fathers home where he tries to help her daor ravenwood as
he is known by the rest of the worldis a mysterious man and she wonders where she is and whether shell recover arriving at this place with ravenwood and his family seems almost predestined will she find the adventure and
new life that she has been longing for only time will tell

Escape from the Taliban 2023-11-09

a work booklist called �ving and life affirming crossing over is the true story of one woman s extraordinary flight from the protected world of the amish people to the chaos of contemporary life ruth irene garrett was
the fifth of seven children raised in kalona iowa as a member of a strict old order amish community she was brought up in a world filled with rigid rules and intense secrecy in an environment where the dress buggies codes of
conduct and way of life differed even from other amish societies only 100 miles away this old order community actively avoided all interaction with �e english96 � everyone who lived on the outside as a result ruth knew
only one way of life and one way of doing things this compelling narrative takes us inside a hidden community offering a striking look as one woman comes to terms with her discontent and ultimately leaves her family faith
and the sheltered world of her childhood unsatisfied she bravely crosses over to contemporary life to fully explore the foreign and frightening reality in hope of better understanding her emotional and spiritual desires
what emerges is a powerful tale of one woman s search for meaning and the extraordinary lessons she learns along the way

Cold from the Inside Out 2011-01-12

the urantia movement a little known but fast growing cult is an ideology that had claimed this author s soul for twelve years until she miraculously got set free from it by the power of god the urantia book the
cornerstone of this movement has a subtle hitler like spirit woven throughout its fabric and claims to be the model for the so called new age the second major episode in the author s life is equally miraculous in that she
was able to get off an extremely high amount of anti depressant drugs she had become dependent on because of the deep depression this book caused her to sink into the author tells the reader in way of escape how she fell
into this trap of the urantia book how she got out and how she got free from the doctor prescribed medicine that would have eventually claimed her life this is a book that is hard to put down you just want to keep
reading to see what happens next simply written in everyday dialog it s like the author is sitting in your living room sharing the journey of her life hers is a story of hope it s amusing and refreshing it s sad it s serious it s
real life maintaining a sense of humor and a quest for god through so much drama turmoil and personal challenge is a miracle in and of itself it is a story of ongoing deliverance l v texas this book is quite an adventure into
the discerning of god s will read it with an open heart and the truth will set you free n b new hampshire this story reveals the depth of god s love for his children and shows his mighty hand of deliverance in setting the
captives free t m p texas
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Crossing Over 2013-02-26

born into a wealthy westernised elite of the shah s iran sousan azadi grew up in luxury in her privileged circles the thunder of approaching revolution was easy to ignore then the shah fell and in the terrifying new
fundamentalist regime of ayatollah khomeini sousan and her friends were branded taghouti devil s followers they were hunted their children brainwashed their property confiscated alone with her son after the death of her
husband sousan became an easy target she was flung into jail where she witnessed terrible suffering inflicted in the name of immodest behaviour and indecency only when she caught the eye of a mullah who clearly expected
sexual favours in return did she escape but real freedom still lay beyond the snow capped zagros mountains in turkey a hazardous route for a woman and child to take out of iran grips and involves the reader as it
recounts one woman s courageous struggle for survival in fanatical war torn iran

Out of Iran 1987

the harrowing story of a woman who escaped famine and terror in north korea not once but twice a gripping suspenseful and cathartic memoir that tells a story of pain and perseverance and makes the moral case for
asylum david lammy mp

The Way of Escape 2011-02

studies of fashion and literature in recent decades have focused primarily on representations of clothing and dress within literary texts but what about the author how did he dress what where her shopping practices and
predilections what were his alliances with modishness stylishness fashion the essays in this book explore these and other questions as they look at authors from the eighteenth century through the postmodern and digital
eras cultural producers who were also men and women of fashion alexander pope hester thrale mary robinson lord byron william thackeray charlotte bronte wilkie collins margaret oliphant virginia woolf rebecca west
trudi kanter angela carter and martin margiela the essays collected here ultimately converge upon a fundamental question what happens to our notions of timeless literature when authorship itself is implicated in the
transient and the temporary the cycles and materials of fashion gerald egan s provocative introduction to this exciting new book poses a bold question how are authorship and literature so often linked to ideas of
transcendence implicated in the transient trends and stuff of fashion the thirteen chapters that follow track authorship s complex implication in the discourses and materiality of fashion and fashionable goods from the
eighteenth to the twentieth centuries wide ranging in discipline and chronology yet forensically focused and carefully argued this book makes a striking and wonderfully original contribution to studies of authorship
celebrity and material culture dr jennie batchelor professor of eighteenth century studies university of kent uk

Out of Iran 1993

reproduction of the original escape and other essays by arthur christopher benson

The Hard Road Out: One Woman’s Escape From North Korea 2022-05-26

examining the intersection of occult spirituality text and gender this book provides a compelling analysis of the occult revival in literature from the 1880s through the course of the twentieth century bestselling novels
such as the da vinci code play with magic and the fascination of hidden knowledge while occult and esoteric subjects have become very visible in literature during the twentieth century this study analyses literature by
women occultists such as alice bailey dion fortune and starhawk and revisits texts with occult motifs by canonical authors such as sylvia townsend warner leonora carrington and angela carter this material which
has never been analysed in a literary context covers influential movements such as theosophy spiritualism golden dawn wicca and goddess spirituality wallraven engages with the question of how literature functions as
the medium for creating occult worlds and powerful identities particularly the female lucifer witch priestess and goddess based on the concept of ancient wisdom the occult in literature also incorporates topical
discourses of the twentieth century including psychoanalysis feminism pacifism and ecology hence as an ever evolving discursive universe it presents alternatives to religious truth claims that often lead to various forms
of fundamentalism that we encounter today this book offers a ground breaking approach to interpreting the forms and functions of occult texts for scholars and students of literary and cultural studies religious
studies sociology and gender studies

Fashion and Authorship 2020-02-13

now finally collected into a single volume the sherbrookes trilogy possession sherbrookes and stillness is nicholas delbanco s most celebrated achievement centering upon one new england clan and their estate in
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southwestern vermont a full thousand acres including the bleak and chilly big house from which the volatile sherbrookes have such trouble escaping these books form a virtuoso portrait of the love pride resentment and
even madness we inherit from our families written in his characteristically opulent bravura prose delbanco is here revealed as a henry james for our time a passionate cataloger of human strength and frailty edited and
revised by the author some thirty years after its first publication the trilogy made new as the single volume sherbrookes can now be rediscovered by a new generation of readers

The Pelee Project 2011

the handbook of deviance is a definitive reference for professionals researchers and students that provides a comprehensive and engaging introduction to the sociology of deviance composed of over 30 essays written by an
international array of scholars and meticulously edited by one of the best known authorities on the study of deviance features chapters on cutting edge topics such as terrorism and environmental degradation as forms of
deviance each chapter includes a critical review of what is known about the topic the current status of the topic and insights about the future of the topic covers recent theoretical innovations in the field including the
distinction between positivist and constructionist perspectives on deviance and the incorporation of physical appearance as a form of deviance

Escape And Other Essays 2019-09-25

she was the spirit master of the tea hill he was the head of the kunlun they met each other by chance in jiangnan with many twists and turns they got married unexpectedly there were plots in store for them after the
resurrection he forgot her but she had his child to meet him again she endured the torture of the naga poison for the people of the tea hill she chose to be a devil but fate still pushed her to a path without a turning back she
killed demons and devils but was used by others finally she had to stand opposite to him for the happiness and benefits of the three realms she was incarnated as the creation goddess she was the spirit master of the tea hill
jiang wuyou

I Can't Do Life 2017-08-14

first lady of the united states and america s queen of hearts dolley madison fashioned an unofficial role for herself in the new administration of the united states helping to answer the nation s need for ceremony and leaving
footprints for centuries of presidential wives to follow assisting her husband james madison she helped to promote national unity modeling a political behavior that stressed civility and empathy together their approach
fueled bipartisanship in a country still assembling a political identity about the lives of american women series selected and edited by renowned women s historian carol berkin these brief biographies are designed for use in
undergraduate courses rather than a comprehensive approach each biography focuses instead on a particular aspect of a women s life that is emblematic of her time or which made her a pivotal figure in the era the emphasis
is on a good read featuring accessible writing and compelling narratives without sacrificing sound scholarship and academic integrity primary sources at the end of each biography reveal the subject s perspective in her own
words study questions and an annotated bibliography support the student reader

Women Writers and the Occult in Literature and Culture 2015-06-05

born in nebraska in 1875 kate barnard spent most of her childhood in kansas where family dislocation and financial failure darkened her early life after barnard and her father moved to oklahoma territory in the 1890s kate
had unsatisfying stints as a schoolteacher and a stenographer before she discovered her life work in politics and social reform one woman s political journey kate barnard and social reform 1875 1930 details the life s
work including the political successes and failures of a complex and courageous woman who appreciated that she was on the cutting edge of new and novel opportunities for women crusading for the disadvantaged
barnard became a spokeswoman for child labor laws a compulsory school attendance law a juvenile justice system and a modern penal structure in 1907 at age thirty two she became the first woman in the nation elected
to a state post commissioner of charities and corrections a post created specifically for her by oklahoma s constitutional convention her dramatic rhetoric and favorable publicity attracted national attention and the
admiration of oklahomans convinced that women could effect positive change she encouraged them to move into the public arena and embrace social justice reform she also formed a coalition of farmers and laborers that
led to the creation of oklahoma s democratic party in her first term barnard persuaded oklahoma s all male legislature to pass reforms announcing state responsibility for the welfare of children and forced changes in the
state s humanitarian institutions in her second term she sought protection for property rights of american indian children but barnard s career was not without obstacles her lack of control over budgets and personnel
along with her frequent clashing with male politicians limited her effectiveness and fueled her growing discouragement with politics named by oklahoma today as one of the fifty most influential oklahomans in the past one
hundred years kate barnard is finally the deserved focus of a full length scholarly biography
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Sherbrookes 2011-08-25

in this riveting inspiring memoir a woman of bah� i faith and her children are trapped in islamic baghdad where the baha i are despised as much as christians and jews she endures lies and deception religious persecution the
cruelty of war savage beatings the murder of her husband and one of her sons and unparalleled sacrifice for her children she even had the perseverance and audacity to plead for help from the brutal dictator saddam hussein
farah molai emerges triumphant a testament to her faith her will to survive and a mother s love and determination to save her children this true story of heroism will haunt you long after you ve finished the book read it
now

The Handbook of Deviance 2015-09-28

now a major television event from nbc starring russell hornsby arielle kebbel and michael imperioli the follow up to jeffery deaver s massive bestseller the bone collector also a feature film starring angelina jolie and denzel
washington the stone monkey is a simply outstanding san jose mercury news addition to the lincoln rhyme series recruited to help the fbi and the immigration and naturalization service lincoln rhyme and amelia sachs manage
to track down a cargo ship headed for new york city carrying two dozen illegal chinese immigrants as well as the notorious human smuggler and killer known as the ghost but when the ghost s capture goes disastrously
wrong lincoln and amelia find themselves in a race to track him down before he can find and murder the two surviving families from the ship who have vanished into the labyrinth of new york city s chinese community as rhyme
struggles to locate the families aided by a quirky policeman from mainland china sachs finds herself forming a connection with one of the immigrants that may affect her relationship with her partner and lover

Hubby, Your Fox Fairy Wants Everything 10 Anthology 2022-12-22

hours after attacking pearl harbor on december 7 1941 japanese bombers stormed across the philippine city of baguio where seven year old curt tong the son of american missionaries hid with his classmates in the woods
near his school three weeks later curt his mother and two sisters were among the nearly five hundred americans who surrendered to the japanese army in baguio child of war is tong s touching story of the next three years
of his childhood as he endured fear starvation sickness and separation from his father while interned in three different japanese prison camps on the island of luzon written by the adult tong looking back on his wartime
ordeal it offers a rich trove of memories about internment life and camp experiences relegated first to the men s barracks at camp john hay curt is taken under the wing of a close family friend who is also the camp s civilian
leader from this vantage point he is able to observe the running of the camp firsthand as the war continues and increasing numbers of americans are imprisoned curt s days are occupied with work detail baseball and
childhood adventures along with his mother and sisters he experiences daily life under a series of camp commandants some ruling with intimidation and cruelty but one memorably with compassion in the last months of the
war the entire family is finally reunited and their ordeal ends when they are liberated from manila s bilibid prison by american troops child of war is an engaging and thoughtful memoir that presents an unusual view of life as
a world war ii internee that of a young boy it is a valuable addition to existing wartime autobiographies and diaries and contributes significantly to a greater understanding of the pacific war and its impact on american
civilians in asia

Dolley Madison 2018-04-17

the stories of the former comfort women have galvanized both asian and non asian intellectuals working in a variety of fields scholars of asian history and politics feminists human rights activists documentary filmmakers
visual artists and novelists have begun to address the subject of the comfort system to take up the cause of the surviving comfort women s sturggles to call attention to sexual violence against women especially
during wartime to consider the links among militarism racism imperialism and sexism and to include this history into 20th century political history this volume contains a cross section of responses to the issues raised by
the former comfort women and their new visibility on the international stage its focus is on how theorists historians researchers activists and artists have been preserving interpreting and disseminating the legacies of the
comfort women and also drawing lessons from these the essays consider the impact and influence of the comfort women s stories on a wide variety of fields and describe how those stories are now being heard or read and
used in asian and in the west

The Missionary Review of the World 1911

the harrowing story of a woman who escaped famine and terror in north korea not once but twice a gripping suspenseful and cathartic memoir that tells a story of pain and perseverance and makes the moral case for
asylum david lammy mp north korea is an open air prison from which there is no escape only a handful of men and women have succeeded jihyun park is one of these rare survivors twice she left the land of the socialist miracle
to flee famine and dictatorship by the age of 29 she had already witnessed a lifetime of suffering family members had died of starvation her brother was beaten nearly to death by soldiers even smiling and laughing was
discouraged the first time she ran she was forced abandon her father on his deathbed crossing the border under a hail of bullets in china she was sold to a farmer with whom she had a son before being denounced and forcibly
returned to north korea six months later guards abandoned her injured outside a prison camp she recovered and returned china to seek her son now six before attempting to navigate the long hard road through the gobi
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desert and into mongolia clear eyed and resolute jihyun s extraordinary story reveals a korea far removed from the talk of nuclear weapons and economic sanctions she remains sanguine despite the hardship recalling life s
tiny pleasures even at her darkest moments she manages to instill her tale with incredible grace and humanity beautifully written with south korean compatriot seh lynn chai this compelling book offers a stark lesson in
determination and ultimately in the importance of asylum

One Woman's Political Journey 2003

in the tantric transformation we are introduced to the sacred and ancient tradition of tantra by a contemporary tantric master osho we are given a detailed map of tantra inner man inner woman the meeting of man and
woman the transformation of energy through sex love and meditation based on the royal song of saraha we are not just introduced to an asian sex tradition but with osho we enter the higher levels of transformation here
we find tantra as a door to freedom freedom from all mind constructs mind games freedom from all structures and freedom from the other love and meditation merge and provide a path to liberation tantric transformation is
a very alive concrete book for exploration of our own energy of our own inner space you don t just read osho you undefine yourself

Escape from Baghdad 2015-09-22

theorizing women and leadership new insights and contributions from multiple perspectives is the fifth volume in the women and leadership research theory and practice series this cross disciplinary series from the international
leadership association enhances leadership knowledge and improves leadership development of women around the world the purpose of this volume is to provide a forum for women to theorize about women s leadership in
multiple ways and in multiple contexts theorizing has been a viewed as a gendered activity swedberg 2014 and this series of chapters seeks to upend that imbalance the chapters are written by women who represent multiple
disciplines cultures races and subject positions the diversity extends into research paradigm and method and the chapters combine to illuminate the multiple ways of knowing about and being a woman leader twenty first
century leadership scholars acknowledge the importance of context and many are considering post heroic leadership models based on relationships rather than traits this volume contributes to this discussion by offering a
diverse array of perspectives and ways of knowing about leadership and leading the purpose of the volume is to provide readers with not only interesting new ideas about women and leadership but also to highlight the
diverse epistemologies that can contribute to theorizing about women leaders some chapters represent typical social scientific practices and processes while others represent newer knowledge forms and ways of knowing
the volume contributors adopt various epistemological positions ranging from objective researcher to embedded co participant the chapters link their new findings to existing empirical or conceptual work and illustrate
how the findings extend amend contradict or confirm existing research the diversity of the chapters is one of the volume s strengths because it illuminates the multiple ways that leadership theory for women can be
advanced typically research based on a realist perspective is more valued in the academy this perspective has indeed generated robust information about leadership in general and women s leadership in particular however
readers of this volume are offered an opportunity to explore multiple ways of knowing different ways of researching and are invited to de center researcher objectivity the authors of the chapters offer conceptual and
empirical findings illuminate multiple and alternative research practices and in the end suggest future directions for quantitative qualitative and mixed methods research

The Stone Monkey 2002-03-12

ecclesiastes is a persuasive speech with a rhetoric so unique that it can be easily misunderstood it speaks powerfully to believers as well as nonbelievers because it addresses the question of the meaning of life in the most
satisfying way the heart of this book is an expositional commentary that interprets ecclesiastes as authoritative scripture it seeks to recover the rhetoric of the speech in terms of its comprehensive message on the meaning
of life as well as its compelling force to get the message across preceding the expositional commentary is an introduction to ecclesiastes that presents a new approach to outlining and reading ecclesiastes as a coherent
speech it also presents an overview of the forest the overall rhetorical flow of the speech from beginning to end this is to prevent one from getting lost when immersed in the trees of the expositional commentary following
the expositional commentary are two topical studies to give ecclesiastes the breadth and depth of coverage it deserves the first is an interdisciplinary exposition on the meaning of life the second is an interpretive essay to
defend exegetically the interpretation of ecclesiastes as a coherent speech

A Theological Dictionary, Containing Definitions of All Religious Terms, Etc 1833

this book is a national portrait of immigrant women who live in the united states today featuring the voices of these women as they describe their contributions to work culture and activism highlighting the gendered
quality of the immigration process it interrogates how human agency and societal structures interact within the intersecting social locations of gender and migration the popular debate around contemporary u s
immigration tends to conjure images of men waiting on the side of the road for construction jobs working in kitchens or delis driving taxis and sending money to their wives and families in their home countries while women are
often left out of these pictures through an examination of u s census data and interviews with women across nationalities we hear the poignant humorous hopeful and defiant words of these women as they describe the
often confusing terrain where they are starting new lives creating architecture firms building urban high rises caring for children cleaning offices producing creative works and organizing for social change the authors
recommend changes for public policy to address the constraints these women face insisting that new policy must be attentive to the diverse profile of today s immigrating woman she is both potentially vulnerable to
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exploitative conditions and forging new avenues of societal leadership

Child of War 2010-09-30

what marks principles and values from our study of jesus can guide our reflections about the church and its witness in a world of economic injustice what kinds of principles ought to be part of an ecclesiology in a world
where family violence is epidemic so asks author james poling in his exploration of the role of faith and religious practice as a resource for those who are economically vulnerable to domestic violence in this groundbreaking
work poling focuses his research on women and children in working class and poor communities of three cultures analyzing the forces that define and sustain economic vulnerability and detailing how such vulnerability
affects the daily lives of people within these communities he looks at how the church can function as a source of healing and empowerment for persons who are trapped by domestic violence and economic vulnerability and
develops models for prevention of violence and of practical ministry for pastoral care of the victims and perpetrators

Legacies of the Comfort Women of World War II 2015-02-12

mary wollstonecraft wrote these two novellas at the beginning and end of her years of writing and political activism though written at different times they explore some of the same issues ideals of femininity as celebrated
by the cult of sensibility the unequal education of women and domestic subjugation mary counters the contemporary trend of weak emotional heroines with the story of an intelligent and creative young woman who
educates herself through her close friendships with men and women darker and more overtly feminist the wrongs of woman is set in an insane asylum where a young woman has been wrongly imprisoned by her husband by
presenting the novellas in light of such texts as wollstonecraft s letters her polemical and educational prose similar works by other feminists and political reformists the literature of sentiment and contemporary medical
texts this edition encourages an appreciation of the complexity and sophistication of wollstonecraft s writing goals as a radical feminist in the 1790s

The Hard Road Out 2023-06-22

expertly weaves the story of the current conflict through the points of view of perpetrators victims and nations journal of military history u s department of defense analyst mark silinsky reveals the origins of the
islamic state s obsession with the western world once considered a minor irritant in the international system the caliphate is now a dynamic and significant actor on the world s stage boasting more than 30 000 foreign
fighters from eighty six countries recruits consist not only of middle eastern born citizens but also a staggering number of blue eyed jihadists westerners who leave their country to join the radical sect silinsky provides a
detailed and chilling explanation of the appeal of the islamic state and how those abroad become radicalized while also analyzing the historical origins inner workings and horrific toll of the caliphate by documenting the
true stories of men women and children whose lives have been destroyed by the radical group jihad and the west presents the human face of the thousands who have been abducted raped tortured and murdered by the islamic
state including kayla mueller who was kidnapped given to the caliphate s leader as a sex slave and ultimately killed

Tantric Transformation 2012-12-11

analyzing the way that recent works of graphic narrative use the comics form to engage with the problem of reproduction shiamin kwa s perfect copies reminds us that the mode of production and the manner in which we
perceive comics are often quite similar to the stories they tell perfect copies considers the dual notions of reproduction mechanical as well as biological and explores how comics are works of reproduction that embed
questions about the nature of reproduction itself through close readings of the comics my favorite thing is monsters by emil ferris the black project by gareth brookes the generous bosom series by conor stechschulte
sabrina by nick drnaso and panther by brecht evens perfect copies shows how these comics makers push the limits of different ideas of reproduction in strikingly different ways kwa suggests that reading and thinking about
books like these that push us to engage with these complicated questions teaches us how to become better readers

Theorizing Women & Leadership 2017-01-01

aids alibis tackles the cultural landscape upon which aids often accompanied by poverty drug addiction and crime proliferates on a global scale stephanie kane layers stories of individuals and events from chicago to belize
city to cyberspace to illustrate the paths of hiv infection and the effects of environment government intervention and social mores linking ordinary yet kindred lives in communities around the globe kane challenges the
assumptions underlying the use of police and courts to solve health problems the stories reveal the dynamics that determine how the policy decisions of white collar health care professionals actually play out in real
life by focusing on life changing social problems the narratives highlight the contradictions between public health and criminal law look at how hiv has transformed our social consciousness from intimate touch to
institutional outreach but kane argues these changes are dwarfed by the united states s refusal to stop the war on drugs in effect misdirecting resources and awareness aids alibis combines empirical and interpretive
methods in a path breaking attempt to recognize the extent to which coercive institutional practices are implicated in hiv transmission patterns kane shows how th e virus feeds on the politics of inequality and indifference
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even as it exploits the human need for intimacy and release

Our Reason for Being 2022-08-11

this exhaustive exploration of the sociocultural political and economic roles of african women through history demonstrates how african women have shaped and continue to shape their societies women play essential
critical roles in every society african women south of the sahara are certainly no different women s roles in sub saharan africa adds significantly to our understanding of the ways in which women contribute to the fabric
of human civilization this book provides an in depth exploration of african women s roles in society from precolonial periods to the contemporary era topical sections describe the roles that women play in family courtship
and marriage religion work literature and arts and government each of the six chapters has been structured to elucidate women s roles and functions in society as partners as active participants as defenders of their
status and occupations and as agents of change authors nana akua amponsah and toyin falola present a thought provoking work that looks at the complicated victimhood powerful female paradigm in women and gender
studies in africa and challenge ideological interest in african historiography that privilege male representation

Immigration and Women 2011-05-23

Render Unto God 2012-03-01

Mary, A Fiction and The Wrongs of Woman, or Maria 2012-04-05

Importing Women for Immoral Purposes 1909

Jihad and the West 2016-10-24

Perfect Copies 2023-01-13

AIDS Alibis 1998-06-08

Connexions 1986

St. Louis Illustrated Magazine 1887
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Women's Roles in Sub-Saharan Africa 2012-01-06
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